
ADDON A36

In charge of your 
home entertainment.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

MULTIROOM

ARC



AUDIO PRO A36 - WiFi wireless multiroom home entertainment stereo floorstanding speakers - HiFi
Colours: White/Black

IN CHARGE OF YOUR HOME ENTERTAINMENT

SPECIFICATIONS

Type: Powered stereo speaker system with bass reflex
Amplifier: Digital Class D amplifier, 2x75 W
Tweeter: 1" textile dome tweeter
Woofer: 2 x 4,5"
Frequency range: 32-25 000 Hz
Crossover frequency: 2900 Hz
Dimensions HxWxD: 832x190x210 mm 
Inputs: Bluetooth 5.0 with apt-X® Low Latency codec, 1 x Aux 
In 3,5 mm, 1 x TOSLINK optical digital (only PCM), 1 x ARC/TV.
Outputs: RCA Sub Out
Power consumption STB(WiFi) / ON: 1,85 W / 5,20 W

ADDON A36
This unique active stereo speaker set will offer you an 
astonishing music and TV sound experience surpassing 
the one of soundbars due to the bigger soundstage that a 
stereo pair of speakers provides.

TOP 3 FEATURES:
- TV sound and music streaming in one
- Excellent TV-compatibility
- 5 presets

ADDON A36
This unique active stereo speaker set will offer you an 
astonishing music and TV sound experience surpassing 
the one of soundbars due to the bigger soundstage that a 
stereo pair of speakers provides.

With these speakers you can take total control of your 
home entertainment. Connect your TV with ARC for easy 
control from the TV remote. Stream music from the major 
streaming providers via WiFi or Bluetooth. Connect your 
CD player through the optical input and your analog 
source to a 3,5 mm input. Everything controlled by Audio 
Pro’s app or the enclosed remote control. Use the 5 presets 
for easy access to your stored radio stations or playlists.
With the multiroom feature the A36 can be connected to 
your other Audio Pro multiroom speakers in your network. 
No other brand can offer this versatility like these speak-
ers.

In the app you can finetune your speakers bass/treble 
and add a virtual surround effect (Virtual Surround only 
available for the ARC input). This will give you a wider 
soundstage when watching movies. The function can be 
finetuned in 3 different steps to best suit your own prefer-
ences and room.

The MDF cabinet painted in soft satin white or black 
blends in naturally with your home. The fabric fronts are 
fixed by magnets and can be easily removed for a more 
modern look, if this is your preferred design. 

Due to its size the A36 delivers an even bigger sound expe-
rience than its sibling the A26. The larger cabinet with its 
twin woofers, will give you that extra punch of deep bass. 
With its small footprint, it fits nicely on the floor next to 
the TV.

TOP 3 FEATURES:
TV-, stereo-, streaming-, and multiroom- sound in one.

Excellent TV-compatibility and user friendliness with ARC.

5 presets gives you easy access to your favourite playlist, 
radio channel etc.






